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The Australian's Convenient
Bride/The Millionaire's
Marriage Claim Feb 22 2022
The Australian's Convenient
Bride Rough, handsome cattlestation owner Steve Kinane
needs a temporary
housekeeper – and Chattie
Winslow is perfect for the job.

Chattie and Steve try hard to
resist the intense sexual
chemistry between them. Then
Steve discovers the reason for
Chattie's presence in the
outback, and he has a proposal
to make: a marriage of
convenience... The Millionaire's
Marriage Claim First he took
her hostage, and then he asked
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her to marry him! Jo Lucas's
captor is none other than Gavin
Hastings IV, millionaire
homestead owner, who's
suffering from a case of
mistaken identity. Somehow
the arrogant but sinfully
rugged bushman has found his
way into Jo's heart – even
though he kept her
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prisoner...all night! And now
that Gavin's met her, he wants
Jo for his bride. It seems he
won't let her go until he has
made her his. But does Ga vin
want to keep her because he's
fallen in love with her...or as a
mother for his little girl?
AUSTRALIAN AFFAIRS Jul 18
2021
The Australian Billionaire Aug
19 2021 A self-made billionaire,
his real estate agent and three
weeks to find the right
property. Jackson Walker
hasn't had the best family life.
Growing up in the foster
system in Australia, it wasn't
until he met his college football
coach that he understood what
a normal family looked like.
When he gets the call that
Coach has passed away, he
returns to California for the
funeral and to find a place to
honor the man. Hailey
Montgomery threw herself into
real estate soon after breaking
up with her boyfriend nearly
five years ago. She's been
working to build a name for
herself and when the chance to
make partner at her firm
becomes available, she jumps
at the chance. But the only way
to achieve that distinction is to
find a commercial property for
the guy she's nicknamed
'Golden Boy' from all the
stories her father told about
him. As spending time together
brings them closer, the trust
between them is called into
question. Can they work
through what's happened in
their individual pasts to create
a relationship that will last?
Who Wants to be a Millionaire The Quiz Book Jan 12 2021
Have you got what it takes?
Sharpen your mind with Who

Wants to be a Millionaire - The
Quiz Book and see if you would
win the £1,000,000 jackpot And
remember, no cheating . . .
__________ Sir Seretse Khama
was the first president of which
country? A: Botswana B:
Tanzania C: Ghana D: Zambia
...For £1,000,000, what is your
final answer? __________ Only
five people on UK screens have
ever answered their way to the
top and taken home the full
cash prize. The question is,
could you become a winner?
Whether you're confident
quizzer or trivial about trivia,
Who Wants to Be a Millionaire The Quiz Book is perfect for a
solo test of knowledge or the
ultimate at-home quiz with
family and friends. Complete
with all four life-lines and over
1,000 brand new questions,
and written by brains behind
the classic show, you can
recreate Who Wants to Be a
Millionaire from your home.
Now there's only one question
that really matters . . . Do you
have what it takes?
In The Australian
Billionaire's Arms Sep 19
2021 Sonya Erickson is the talk
of the social elite at Sydney's
latest VIP party. Who is the
dazzling young beauty on the
arm of the ageing billionaire?
David Wainwright notices her
too. He can certainly see the
fascination, but he won't let
some fortune–seeker take
advantage of his uncle. The
cosmopolitan buzz of Sydney
was supposed to be the perfect
place for Sonya to lie low until
an innocent friendship
catapulted her into the
spotlight! David's a powerful
enemy, but it's her own
attraction to him that's more
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terrifying. Sonya's afraid that
once she's in the Australian
billionaire's arms she won't
want to run again
From Broke to Billionaire Apr
26 2022 From broke to
billionaire looks at which traits
are common in billionaires and
successful wealth creation by
studying the careers of five of
Australia's wealthiest men.
In the Australian
Billionaire's Arms Dec 23
2021 Sonya Erickson is the talk
of Sydney's social elite.Who is
the dazzling young florist on
the arm of the aging
billionaire? David Wainwright
can understand the fascination,
but he won't let some fortune
seeker take advantage of his
uncle. Sydney was supposed to
be the perfect place for Sonya
to lie low, until an innocent
friendship catapulted her into
the spotlight. David's a
powerful enemy, but it's her
own attraction to him that's
more terrifying. Sonya's afraid
that once she's in his arms she
won't want to run again….
A Millionaire for Molly Dec 11
2020
Rescue In The
Outback/Rescued by a
Millionaire/Breaking the
Playboy's Rules/The Outback
Doctor's Surprise Bride Apr
02 2020 Rescued By A
Millionaire - Marion Lennox
Jenna is stranded! She’s in the
middle of the Outback with no
phone, no water, and nobody
but her baby sister for several
hundred miles except for Riley
Jackson, who rescues them.
Riley’s a millionaire in hiding
who’s learned the hard way
that love doesn’t last. He
doesn’t want companionship,
or commitment. But as he helps
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this brave, determined woman,
Jenna realises that maybe she
can perform a rescue in
return–and save Riley from his
own demons. Breaking The
Playboy’s Rules - Emily Forbes
The emptiness of the Outback
couldn’t be more different to
London, yet isolation and
solitude is just what
heartbroken nurse Emma
Matheson needs from her
Australian escape. But flying
medic (and notorious ladies’
man!) Harry Connor can’t put
his undeniable attraction to
Emma on autopilot. The
chemistry between them is
hotter than the Australian sun,
and as their feelings grow
stronger, Harry finds that he’s
not following procedures… The
Outback Doctor’s Surprise
Bride - Amy Andrews Locum
doctor James Remington never
stays in one place for long. But
the warmth of the people in
this welcoming Outback
community is starting to make
it feel like home — and so is
nurse Helen Franklin. James
has found it easy to win over
the locals in Skye, but Helen
proves to be much more of a
challenge. Helen’s protected
her heart for so long that she
doesn’t know if she’s ready to
open it up to this charming but
temporary doctor. All James
knows is that Helen makes him
want something he’s never
wanted before — a home and
family.
Millionaires for the Month
Feb 10 2021 How would you
spend five million dollars in 30
days? A billionaire's wallet, a
bizarre challenge, and an
unlikely friendship send two
kids on a wild adventure. From
the author of The

Miscalculations of Lightning
Girl. Felix Rannells and Benji
Porter were never supposed to
be field-trip partners. Felix is a
rule follower. Benji is a rule
bender. They're not friends.
And they don't have anything to
talk about. Until . . . They find a
wallet. A wallet that belongs to
tech billionaire Laura Friendly.
They're totally going to return
it-but not before Benji
"borrows" twenty dollars to buy
hot dogs. Because twenty
dollars is like a penny to a
billionaire, right? But a penny
has value. A penny doubled
every day for thirty days is
$5,368,709.12! So that's
exactly how much money Laura
Friendly challenges Felix and
Benji to spend. They have thirty
days. They can't tell anyone.
And there are LOTS of other
rules. But if they succeed, they
each get ten million dollars to
spend however they want.
Challenge accepted! They rent
cool cars, go to Disney World,
buy pizza for the whole schooland that's just the beginning!
But money can't buy everything
or fix every problem. And
spending it isn't always as easy
and fun as they thought it
would be. . . . As smart as it is
entertaining, Millionaires for
the Month is a thoughtprovoking story about
friendship, privilege, and the
value of a penny.
AUSTRALIA'S MAVERICK
MILLIONAIRE Jul 30 2022
Their backgrounds couldn’t be
more different, but Clio has
been smitten with Josh ever
since he saved her little sister
from drowning decades ago.
And though Josh had always
been written off as a bad seed,
he’s now a successful
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businessman and popular
playboy. There’s a darkness he
can’t shake that keeps him
from opening up to her, but
Clio refuses to give up on him.
Will her love be able to reach
him?
The Billionaire Bridegroom Aug
26 2019 The Billionaire
Bridegroom by Emma Darcy
released on Apr 24, 2003 is
available now for purchase.
The Australian Billionaire Jan
24 2022 A self-made billionaire,
his real estate agent and three
weeks to find the right
property. Jackson Walker
hasn't had the best family life.
Growing up in the foster
system in Australia, it wasn't
until he met his college football
coach that he understood what
a normal family looked like.
When he gets the call that
Coach has passed away, he
returns to California for the
funeral and to find a place to
honor the man. Hailey
Montgomery threw herself into
real estate soon after breaking
up with her boyfriend nearly
five years ago. She's been
working to build a name for
herself and when the chance to
make partner at her firm
becomes available, she jumps
at the chance. But the only way
to achieve that distinction is to
find a commercial property for
the guy she's nicknamed
'Golden Boy' from all the
stories her father told about
him. As spending time together
brings them closer, the trust
between them is called into
question. Can they work
through what's happened in
their individual pasts to create
a relationship that will last?
Secret Millionaire for the
Surrogate May 04 2020 They
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met at a wedding… Will they
say 'I do’? It’s wedding
photographer Harper’s job to
capture other people’s happy
ever afters, but she doesn’t
believe in one for herself. Until
she meets ruggedly gorgeous
best man Drew. Having offered
to be a surrogate for her best
friend, Harper tries to fight
their instant chemistry, until
Drew sneaks past her defenses.
But she’s about to learn this
extraordinary man has an
extraordinary secret! Marrying
a Millionaire duet Book 1 —
Best Man for the Wedding
Planner Book 2 — Secret
Millionaire for the Surrogate
“A lovely setting, well-written
characters and a completely
believable conflict make for an
engaging read.” RT Book
Reviews on Hired: The Italian’s
Bride “Love and romance
artfully knitted in a wellwritten story featuring family,
new traditions, and how one
successful woman forged a new
path in life.” Goodreads on A
Cadence Creek Christmas
The Outsider's Edge Mar 14
2021 The secret of extreme
wealth creation The Outsider's
Edge reveals the one common
denominator the world's
richest self-made people share.
Studying the lives of 17 worldfamous billionaires, author and
researcher Brent Taylor
discovered that their one
shared experience is that of the
outsider. From Bill Gates to
Richard Branson to Warren
Buffett, being different from
their peers, and proud of it, has
served as prime motivation for
many of the world's most
spectacularly successful
people. Turning the
conventional wisdom about

wealth on its head, The
Outsider's Edge reveals the
true value and importance of
being different. Brent Taylor
(Australia) is a professional
researcher who has worked for
more than 20 years as a market
researcher to government and
corporations.
Game of Mates Nov 29 2019
James is our most mundane
villain. His victim is Bruce, our
typical Aussie, who bleeds from
the hip pocket because of
James' actions. Game of Mates
tells a tale of economic theft
across major sectors of
Australia's economy, showing
how James and his group of
well-connected Mates siphon
off billions from the economy to
line their own pockets. In
property, mining, transport,
banking, superannuation, and
many more sectors, James and
his Mates cooperate to steal
huge chunks of the economic
pie for themselves. If you want
to know how much this costs
the nation, how it is done, and
what we can do about it, Game
of Mates is the book for you.
The Executive's Vengeful
Seduction Dec 31 2019
Damien Trent's time for
revenge was athand. The
Australian businessman
hadbided his time, waiting for
Gabrielle Kaneto return. She'd
dared to leave his bedyears ago
without a word…but now
sheneeded him if she was to
save herfamily's company. And
Damien wouldlend his
help…but his price
wasGabrielle's hand in
marriage. With five years of
waiting behind him,Damien had
no plans on making thisa
marriage in name only.
Australian Millionaires - 3
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Book Box Set May 28 2022
The Millionaire's Secret
Revenge Millionaire Brant
Matthews's desire for his
secretary only fully ignited
when she became engaged to
his business partner. Brant
knew Kia was not in love with
the other man and set out to
discover what game she was
playing. A startling request to
be a "pretend fiancee" allowed
Kia a respite from Brant's
relentless pursuit. Surely he
wouldn't seduce her believing
she belonged to another man.
But Kia had severely
underestimated how much
Brant wanted her...or the
revenge he would evoke when
he revealed her engagement
ruse. The Tycoon's Blackmailed
Mistress What better revenge
for betrayal than taking
possession of the betrayer's
wife? Rich, powerful Flynn
Donovan had devised the
perfect plan. Knowing Danielle
Ford would have no other
means of settling her late
husband's debt, Flynn called in
his loan. And blackmailed her
into becoming his mistress.
Then he discovered Danielle
was pregnant...with his
enemy's child. The Executive's
Vengeful Seduction Damien
Trent's time for revenge was at
hand. The Australian
businessman had bided his
time, waiting for Gabrielle
Kane to return. She'd dared to
leave his bed years ago without
a word...but now she needed
him if she was to save her
family's company. And Damien
would lend his help...but his
price was Gabrielle's hand in
marriage. With five years of
waiting behind him, Damien
had no plans on making this a
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marriage in name only.
Confessions of a
Millionaire's Mistress Jul 26
2019 'The morning after
meeting Hugh, I was heading
out the door when I saw I had a
new message. I opened it
cautiously and saw six words
that made my heart skip a beat.
I need to see you again.' Ava
Reilly was just starting her
career in PR when she was sent
to meet one of the industry's
major players. She was naive to
the ways of the entertainment
business, but was determined
to make a good impression.
What she wasn't prepared for
was the electricity she would
feel between them from the
moment of their first meeting.
Soon they had embarked on a
stormy, seductive love affair,
with liaisons in opulent hotels
across Australia and around
the world. The thrill of their
encounters was tainted by
constant pressure to keep their
relationship out of the public
eye, as the danger of being
discovered could put not only
their personal lives but their
professional lives at risk. Ava
also felt the weight of her
conscience - she had never,
ever imagined herself as the
other woman. However, it had
been a long time since she'd
been able to truly trust a man,
and Hugh seemed to be only
one who could come close to
breaking down the protective
walls Ava had built around her
heart. Working day to day in an
industry where secrets are
currency, Ava's lips were
tightly sealed about what was
happening between her and
Hugh - until she began to make
her confessions. Confessions of
A Millionaire's Mistress is the

true story of an innocent young
woman who found herself
swept into a passionate,
irresistible romance with a
charismatic, wealthy, powerful
man who is used to getting
what he wants - whatever the
cost.
Millionaire Expat Jan 30 2020
Build your strongest-ever
portfolio from anywhere in the
world Millionaire Expat is a
handbook for smart investing,
saving for retirement, and
building wealth while overseas.
As a follow-up to The Global
Expatriate's Guide to Investing,
this book provides savvy
investment advice for
everyone—no matter where
you're from—to help you
achieve your financial goals.
Whether you're looking for
safety, strong growth, or a mix
of both, index funds are the
answer. Low-risk and reliable,
these are the investments you
won't hear about from most
advisors. Most advisors would
rather earn whopping
commissions than follow sound
financial principles, but Warren
Buffett and Nobel Prize
winners agree that index funds
are the best way to achieve
market success—so who are
you ready to trust with your
financial future? If you want a
better advisor, this book will
show you how to find one; if
you'd rather go it alone, this
book gives you index fund
strategies to help you invest in
the best products for you.
Learn how to invest for both
safety and strong returns
Discover just how much
retirement will actually cost,
and how much you should be
saving every month Find out
where to find a trustworthy
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advisor—or go it alone Take
advantage of your offshore
status to invest successfully
and profitably Author Andrew
Hallam was a high school
teacher who built a milliondollar portfolio—on a teacher's
salary. He knows how everyday
people can achieve success in
the market. In Millionaire
Expat, he tailors his best advice
to the unique needs of those
living overseas to give you the
targeted, real-world guidance
you need.
The Australian Millionaire's
Love-Child Mar 26 2022
Sophie Gruebella is happy with
her single life— until she
overhears her friends
discussing why she's still
single! Could this be why she
falls into bed with a man who's
her complete opposite? Cooper
Smith is as driven as he's dropdead gorgeous! Cooper has life
all planned out and his night
with Sophie was amazing,
but—on mutual
agreement—not to be repeated.
Three months later: the stick
has turned pink. Sophie's
expecting…and Cooper has just
proposed a shotgun
marriage….
The Stone In The Road Jul 06
2020 Emotional, passionate
and simply beautiful. We don't
always get to choose our path.
Set in tropical northern
Australia, it'll have you dancing
in the rain. It’s been eighteen
months since Kelly Sheppard
disappeared into the Australian
outback. The guilt and regret
she carries still won’t leave
her. Newly arrived from
Boston, Patrick Van Der
Meeliko is working hard to get
himself back on track — and
succeeding. He can thank the
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Australian outback for healing
him in ways his affluent and
empty life in Boston could not.
Kelly is his new drug of choice,
and he can’t resist throwing
irksome comments her way to
try and get her attention. If
only it would work. With men
her last priority right now,
Kelly does her best to ignore
Patrick despite needing to work
together. Kelly doesn’t know
what’s worse — his lame jokes
or his driving skills. After Kelly
discovers she’s inherited her
grandfather’s property, she
heads north. Patrick lands on
her doorstep right when she
could use the extra help.
Amidst the hard work of
untangling vines from the
derelict castle, an astonishing
history emerges and an
unexpected chemistry ignites
between them. Until Kelly’s
parents turn up unannounced,
and suddenly there’s no room
for Patrick in her life. Despite
all the pain she’s endured,
pushing Patrick away hurts the
most. Patrick gets it, and
doesn’t stand in her way. He
must travel his own road
littered with uncertainty and
doubt to find his rightful place.
Once again, it’s the Australian
outback that heals him. Could a
chance find of a precious stone
draw them back together?
Blueprint for Making Millions
Aug 07 2020 Without a doubt
Blueprint for Making Millions
will draw you in as it takes you
on a roller-coaster ride on the
back of this average individual
with his rags to riches journey.
This is a story of a simple
man's dream to develop a
millionaire's attitude and
mindset in less than 18 months.
You may be skeptical and that's

OK. But keep your mind open
to new ideas as they are the
seeds to great accomplishment.
You will experience first hand
the obstacles and accolades
that come and go from one
experience to another just
before greatness occurs. Make
no mistake about it, you will
develop a millionaire's attitude
and intellect as you work along
side this master of business
during every step of his
fortuitous journey. Wealth and
money are only part of
Blueprint for Making Millions.
It is also about being able to
develop a dynamic personality.
You will learn master strategies
of how to sell to people your
will and they will appreciate
you for doing it.
Reunited with the Millionaire
Mar 02 2020 'A tender secondchance romance. Rachel
Armstrong has a fresh, unique
voice.' - USA Today bestselling
author Alyssa J. Montgomery
Amidst pristine beaches,
gorgeous hikes and
breathtaking sunsets in the
Whitsundays, can Mirabella
convince the man she's always
loved to open his heart to her
and her child? All Mirabella
Goldring wants is a family. So
when she falls pregnant to her
boyfriend of six months, it's not
the end of the world. Until she
arrives in Sydney to surprise
him and is met by his wife.
Pregnant, alone, and facing her
biggest fear-becoming a single
mother-Mirabella heads back
to the airport to return home to
Melbourne. The last person she
expects to encounter is her
high school sweetheart, now
millionaire CEO, Lincoln
Crawford. Lincoln is also down
on his luck. Recently separated
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from his wife, he has given up
his dreams of a family and is
ready to live a life of solo
adventure; starting with a trip
to the Whitsundays originally
planned for two. But when he
runs into the girl he let get
away ten years ago, he
impulsively invites her to come
with him. A tropical vacation
with an old friend who looks
like she needs cheering up
sounds perfect. When sparks
start to fly, both Mirabella and
Lincoln wonder if this might be
something more. But there's
one problem: After his own
cold childhood living with a
stepfather who didn't love him,
Lincoln swore he would never
adopt another man's child ...
and Mirabella is now a package
deal.
Fast Forward Investing: How
to Profit from AI, Driverless
Vehicles, Gene Editing,
Robotics, and Other
Technologies Reshaping Our
Lives Jun 04 2020 Invest in the
future! Everything you need to
capitalize on the tech
revolution Our lives are on the
verge of being reshaped by
advanced technology. Fast
Forward Investing provides the
knowledge and insight you
need to build and maintain
your portfolio accordingly.
Author Jon D. Markman is a
veteran tech investor, money
manager, and award-winning
author of the popular daily
newsletter Tech Trend Trader.
There’s no one more qualified
to help you design a portfolio
that extracts huge profits from
the shares of public technology
companies and helps you
augment your gains with
conviction during stretches of
high volatility. In Fast Forward
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Investing, Markman describes
what to expect, when to expect
it, and how to profit in
impending technological and
economic revolution. Revealing
the most important companies
in the industry that are right
now building platforms and
competitive advantages that
will disrupt and transform their
markets, he shows which
trends are important and
provides detailed guidance for
staying ahead of the curve.
Radical advances in data
collection and analytics,
artificial intelligence and raw
computing power are changing
human history. And it’s
happening with sharp advances
at incredible speed. Make sure
you’re at the tip of the spear
with Fast Forward Investing.
THE MILLIONAIRE'S
SEDUCTIVE REVENGE Jun
16 2021 Kia, playing the part of
her boss’s fiancée at a party,
again finds herself the object of
Brant’s bold, unrestrained
stare. Brant is her boss’s joint
manager, and ever since they
first met, his animosity and
attraction for her have been
obvious. Kia is determined she
will never fall into the hands of
a notorious playboy like him,
especially not one who believes
she only gets involved with
men for their money. As long as
she has kept up her charade,
Brant has stayed away from
her… But every time she gets
close to him, her whole body
ignites!
One Night with Her Millionaire
Boss Oct 09 2020 Always the
groomsman, never the groom…
…until one night changes
everything. Ned Hudson has
always known his destiny—to
inherit and run his family’s

rural Australian estate. Now,
ready to settle down, his “wife
wish list” is exact…so why
can’t he get city-girl Freya
Delaney off his mind? When
Freya arrives to photograph his
historic home, a spark ignites.
And after one night of passion
has unintended consequences,
he might just find himself
throwing the list out the
window! “Falling for the Secret
Princess is a sweet and swoonworthy romance. Author Kandy
Shepherd wrote this beautiful
romance which would take you
far, far away…. As a romance
reader this is the ultimate
escape. The storyline had
plenty of twists and turns and
would keep you engrossed till
the end. Highly recommended
for all readers of romance.”
—Goodreads “Kandy Shepherd
is my go-to author for fun,
emotional romances and
Second Chance with the Single
Dad proves once again her skill
at weaving memorable, heartfelt stories. Shepherd deserves
every award she has received
so far in her writing career and
a whole lot more.” —Goodreads
IN THE AUSTRALIAN
BILLIONAIRE'S ARM Jun 28
2022 Who in the world is she?
David gives Sonya, the
mysterious woman by his
uncle’s side, a sharp glance. A
young and beautiful woman
such as herself must be after
my rich uncle’s fortune. I must
protect my uncle by finding out
her true identity, he decides. In
the meantime, the rich elderly
man introduces his nephew
David to Sonya and she
becomes attracted to his
charm. However, she is living
discreetly after being banished
from her home country, and
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having feelings for him could
be dangerous. I’m not allowed
to fall in love, she reminds
herself.
How I Made My First Million
Oct 28 2019 Learn how the
founders of enormously
profitable enterprises like Just
Cuts, Aussie Home Loans,
Model Co, Elite Introductions,
Fat Prophets, Eco Store and
fastflowers.com, took a great
idea and turned it into a highly
lucrative business. Discover
what drove them forward, the
risks they took, and how
they've managed to keep their
businesses going through the
inevitable ups and downs. More
than just a collection of truly
inspirational stories, the
wisdom and experience they
share here might just be the
catalyst you need to turn a
great idea into your own
million dollar enterprise! Some
of Australia's richest men and
women reveal in fascinating
detail how they made their first
million dollars and offer their
'Golden Rules' on how anyone
can increase their wealth.
Some are well-known high
flyers, others fly mostly under
the radar, but what they all
share is entrepreneurial vision
and financial success.
Secrets of a Schoolyard
Millionaire Nov 21 2021 The
hilarious story of one bag of
cash, two best friends and a
whole lot of trouble. Finding a
million dollars in your backyard
- every kid's dream, right?
That's what me and my best
friend Toby thought too.
Jumping castles at school.
Lollipops for our adoring fans.
Wearing sunglasses indoors
('cos that's what all the
millionaires do). There's a lot
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you can get with a million
dollars . . . including a whole
lot of trouble. Bonus tips on
how to be a schoolyard
millionaire inside!
Australian Affairs: Claimed:
Dr Chandler's Sleeping
Beauty / Countering His
Claim / Australia's Maverick
Millionaire Oct 21 2021
Awakened by passion...
UnProfessional Nov 09 2020
A young Australian
entrepreneur and self-made
millionaire presents a
counterintuitive guide to
succeeding in today’s business
world To be unprofessional is
not to be disrespectful. It is not
to be reckless or lazy. It is not
to be unpunctual, badly
presented or poorly spoken. To
be unprofessional is to be real.
It is to create a vision that is
unborrowed from the past. It is
to develop products that
genuinely ‘wow’ your audience.
It is to think of marketing
strategies that the
management consultants don’t
have diagrams or buzz words
for yet. It is to think original
thoughts and speak of
proactive ideas that haven’t yet
been documented in the
academic playbooks. At just 26
years old, Jack Delosa knows
more than you’d expect about
business and entrepreneurship.
A self-made millionaire by 24,
Delosa is an award-winning
entrepreneur and educator who
has built several start-ups into
successful thriving businesses.
In UnProfessional, Delosa
reflects on his business
adventures and offers practical
how-to advice on topics such as
becoming a market leader on a
shoestring budget, becoming
the go-to person in your

industry to win more business
faster, how to manage and lead
other people toward your vision
and why it’s important to fail
fast. The business world has
changed. What worked in the
past will not work today.
Offering a fresh perspective on
the challenges of starting and
running a successful business,
UnProfessional is an ideal
guide for Australia’s current
crop of forward-thinking
entrepreneurs of any age.
The Tycoon's Blackmailed
Mistress Jun 24 2019 Danielle
gets a notice of outstanding
payment from wealthy
businessman Flynn Donovan,
but she has no knowledge of
the loan! So she takes the
letter to his office and is
stunned by how attractive he
is, and equally shocked by how
cruel and callous he is. He
explains that her late husband
took out a loan for two hundred
thousand dollars. Danielle had
no idea! Meanwhile Flynn tells
her that he’s already heard all
about her… He’s convinced
she’s a gold digger who goes
through men one after another.
He demands that she pay him
back in full right away or
become his mistress. Little
does he know how wrong he is
about her!
Jim's Book Aug 31 2022 Meet
the man and uncover the story
behind one of Australia’s most
recognised brands We all know
Jim’s. Maybe you just passed a
Jim’s Mowing trailer on the
road; or maybe there’s a Jim’s
Cleaning van parked across the
street each Tuesday morning;
or maybe your best mate is
laughing all the way to the
bank after quitting the city and
starting his new Jim’s Fencing
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franchise, but do you know the
real story behind the Jim’s
Group and its founder, Jim
Penman? Brutally efficient,
socially awkward, and a tireless
perfectionist, Jim is as complex
and fascinating as the Jim’s
Group. This book is a wartsand-all look at his colourful life
that delves deep into how he
ignored conventional thinking
to turn a few mowing rounds
into a corporate juggernaut
built on always putting the
customer first. Jim’s unique
approach revolutionised
Australia’s business landscape,
providing thousands of people
the opportunity to create and
grow their own businesses.
Most Australians know very
little about the man who
created one of the nation’s
most famous companies. For all
of his success, Jim is
remarkably unassuming and
approachable. In this
authorised biography, author
Catherine Moolenschot sat
down with Jim and over one
hundred people who know him
— from franchisees and
franchisors, to family, friends,
and adversaries — to get up
close and personal with the
surprising story of one of
Australia’s biggest brands and
the man who made it all
happen. Jim’s Book tells the
fascinating story of the man
and the business that bears his
name. Equal parts biography,
history and philosophy, this
book takes readers on a
journey through one man’s
remarkable life.
The Royal Baby He Must
Claim / Return of the
Outback Billionaire Sep 07
2020 A getaway to claim his
family! When a scandalous
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night results in a shock baby,
Princess Kemi ends up wearing
tycoon Luke's ring! She fears
she's swapping one gilded cage
for another as she struggles to
break into his impenetrable
heart. But will their Seychelles
honeymoon set her free?
Battlers and Billionaires Oct 01
2022 Is Australia fair enough?
And why does inequality matter
anyway? In Battlers and
Billionaires, Andrew Leigh
weaves together vivid
anecdotes, interesting history
and powerful statistics to tell
the story of inequality in this
country. This is economics
writing at its best. From
egalitarian beginnings,
Australian inequality rose
through the nineteenth
century. Then we became more
equal again, with inequality
falling markedly from the
1920s to the 1970s. Now,
inequality is returning to the
heights of the 1920s. Leigh
shows that while inequality can
fuel growth, it also poses
dangers to society. Too much
inequality risks cleaving us into
two Australias, occupying
fundamentally separate worlds,
with little contact between the
haves and the have-nots. And
the further apart the rungs on
the ladder of opportunity, the
harder it is for a kid born into
poverty to enter the middle
class. Battlers and Billionaires
sheds fresh light on what
makes Australia distinctive,

and what it means to have –
and keep – a fair go.
Australian Bachelors, Sassy
Brides Sep 27 2019 Two sassy
brides knock these brooding
bachelors sideways! The
Wealthy Australian's Proposal
by Margaret Way Nyree
Allcott's thrilled when she
inherits a ramshackle
farmhouse. A little TLC and
she'll finally have a home of her
own. Property developer Brant
Hollister wants the land, but if
he thinks his sexy smile will
make her hand over the keys,
he's wrong! Inherited by the
Billionaire by Jennie Adams
When Callie Humbold was left
alone in the world, Gideon
Deveraux promised to look
after her but she didn't make it
easy. Reunited at a wedding
years later, the troublesome
teenager is gone and in her
place is a striking woman who's
even more of a challenge....
Her Millionaire Boss May 16
2021 Chrissy Gable is
determined not to be charmed
by her handsome new boss
Nate Barrett—he has a playboy
reputation! But she quickly
begins to realize why Nate is so
irresistible to women—and it's
not just his bank balance that's
so attractive! Soon Chrissy
finds herself tempted to stay
after hours with Nate—even if
that means risking her heart….
Red-Hot Summer Apr 14
2021 Red-Hot Summer with...
The Millionaire He may have
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made a saucy proposition but it
was lawyer Kate who whipped
up a contract for them both to
sign! Scott's seriously sexy and
a complicated enigma that
Kate's determined to solve...
The Tycoon Brodie Mitchell
and Chantal Turner haven't
seen each other since that
fateful night when the searing
heat between them ignited. On
Brodie's yacht, exploring their
electric chemistry opens
Brodie's eyes to how much he
wants Chantal! The Spy After
two years undercover, Jared
West feels like a stranger in his
old life. Still, he hasn't lost his
appreciation of a beautiful
woman. He'll get to know New
Director of Operations Rowan
intimately! But neither expects
the extent of their undeniable
chemistry!
The Australian Millionaire's
Love-Child Nov 02 2022
Sophie Gruebella is happy with
her single life-- until she
overhears her friends
discussing why she's still single
Could this be why she falls into
bed with a man who's her
complete opposite? Cooper
Smith is as driven as he's dropdead gorgeous Cooper has life
all planned out and his night
with Sophie was amazing, but-on mutual agreement--not to be
repeated. Three months later:
the stick has turned pink.
Sophie's expecting...and
Cooper has just proposed a
shotgun marriage....
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